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In a recent paper [12], we showed how one might use the notion of 
crossed module to prove results linking Koszul homology and And+ 
Quillen homology theory. 
The general concept of a crossed module originates in the work (1949) of 
1. H. C. Whitehead in algebraic topology. There the crossed modules were 
crossed modules of groups and recent work of koday in algebraic K-theory 
has introduced crossed modules of Lie algebras. The general theory of 
crossed modules of commutative algebras does not exist in print as yet. 
Certain results follow from general categorical constructions of crossed 
modules in certain “categories of interest,” (see [2] and [5]) but for ~hh: 
commutative algebraist these results are too deeply hidden in ‘“esoteric” 
algebraic theory language and anyway in the special case of crossed 
modules of commutative algebras, one may expect simplifications of the 
general proofs and hopefully insight into the links with better known 
algebraic tools. At this point one must mention the early work of 
Gerstenhaber [4] and the very influential paper of Lichtenbaum and 
Schlessinger [9 J, both of which sources essentially contain the definition of 
a crossed module under different names. 
In this paper we want to explore some of this categorical basic theory of 
crossed modules. The results are often extremely easy to prove but 
nonetheless they would seem to be important for understanding various 
questions relating to the geometric and cofibred category interpretation of 
the cotangent complex. Grothendieck in [6] asks for such an inter- 
pretation of the And&Quillen version of his cotangent complex. His own 
interpretation handles only the low dimensional part of their complex and 
although his student, Illusie, in his thesis [S] treated the And+ 
theory in great detail, he still does not go above the low dimensional case. 
The problems raised by this question of interpretation are still to be 
resolved, although crossed module (or more exactly crossed extension) 
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interpretations of the cohomology of the cotangent complex exist (cf., e.g., 
Gonsalves [S] in which cotriple cohomology for commutative algebras is 
so interpreted.) 
Here we will mainly tackle questions relating to the existence of adjoints 
between certain categories of crossed modules and other categories. The 
question of Grothendieck has flavoured somewhat the categorical 
questions that have been studied. 
(Similar results are known for crossed modules of groups and Lie 
algebras. The group theoretic case is handled in some recent work of 
Brown and Higgins [3].) 
CONVENTIONS 
k will be a fixed commutative ring with 1 # 0. All k-algebras will be com- 
mutative and associative but we will want to consider ideals and modules 
to be algebras and so will not be requiring algebras to have unit elements 
except where explicitly stated. k-Alg will denote the category of such 
k-algebras, k-Alg, the subcategory of unitary algebras and unit preserving 
maps. 
1. CROSSED MODULES 
Let R be a k-algebras. 
A crossed R-module (of commutative algebras) is an R-algebra, C, 
together with an R-algebra morphism 
such that for all c, c’ E C 
ac. d = c~~. 
This condition is called the Peiffer identity. We call R, the base algebra and 
C, the top algebra. We will denote such a crossed R-module by (C, R, 8). A 
morphism of crossed modules from (C, R, a) to (C’, R’, a’) is a pair of 
k-algebra morphisms, 
(Is: C+C’, 
$1 R-+R’, 
such that 
d(r. cl = W) d(c). 
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We thus get a category XMod, of crossed modules (for fixed k). In the case 
of a morphism (4, $) between crossed modules with the same base 
if $ is the identity on R, 
C 4 ) C’ 
then we say that q5 is a morphism of crossed R-modules. This gives a sub- 
category XMod,/R of XMod,. (Some of our results involve a study of base 
change functors for these subcategories, X~o~~/R.) 
Examples of Crossed Modules 
(i) Any ideal I in R gives an inclusion map, inc: I-+ R, which is a 
crossed module. Conversely given an arbitrary crossed R-module 8: C + 
one easily sees that the Peiffer identity implies that 8C is an ideai in R. 
One use of crossed modules is thus to replace ideals where i 
necessarily free on a set of generators. This explains, in part, the link with 
Koszul homology that we shall mention later. 
(ii) Given any R-module, M, one can give A4 an algebra structure 
by giving it the zero multiplication. With this structure the zero mor 
0: M+ R is a crossed R-module. 
Thus crossed R-modules are, at one and the same time, an external 
version of ideals and a twisted version of modules-both aspects are 
important. 
(iii) Given any morphism 0: L + A4 of -modules we can form the 
semidirect product R DC A4 with its usual multiplication 
(Y, m)(r’, m’) = (rr’, f-m’ + r’m) 
(We do not use the notation R@ M, as is sometimes use 
misleading.) 
Giving L the zero multiplication and a R D( M-module structure via the 
projection from R D( M onto R, one obtains a crosse (R K ~)-rnod~~e 
e: L-+RKM> 
e”(4 = 64 @O)). 
(This example will be important later.) 
(iv) One reason why the notion of a crossed R-module is 
geometrically important is that there is an equivalence of categories 
between XMsd, and Cat(k-Alg) the category of internal categories in 
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k-Alg. Although this equivalence is easy to prove and is “well known,” 
there seems to be no proof readily available in the literature (at least in this 
case-the analogous group theoretic result has appeared several times). We 
thus give an idea of how it is proved. 
Given a crossed R-module 
a: C--+R 
we form the k-algebra S= R D< C, again the semidirect product algebra with 
multiplication 
(r, c)(r’, c’) = (rr’, rc’ + r’c + cc) 
(in our previous case, one had a module so zero multiplication and mm’ 
was zero). 
There are two morphisms 
S+,R 
given by d,(v, c) = r and d,(r, c) = r + ac. Also an obvious morphism 
R -+* S, s(r) = (r, 0). We think of S as being the arrows or morphisms of 
the category, R the objects and d, and d, domain and codomain maps, 
then s assigns the identity “map” to each object. To make this into an 
(internal) category, we need to define a composition, 0, on pairs 
((r, c), (r’, c’)) where d,(r, c) = dO(r’, c’). This is done by setting 
(r, c) 0 (r + ac, c’) = (r, c + c’) 
All of these structure maps are k-algebra morphisms so we have con- 
structed an internal category in k-Alg, the category of k-algebras. 
Conversely if 
S&R 
4 
is an internal category in k-Alg, we set C = Ker d, and a = d, 1 C to obtain 
a morphism 
CL R. 
R acts on C by multiplication via s and it is an easy exercise to show that 
(C, R, a) is a crossed R-module. 
The equivalence is then easy to check. 
We next turn to some basic lemmas. 
LEMMA. If i3: C-+ R is a crossed R-module, then, writing I= X 
n = Ker a, both C/C’ and TC have natural R/I-module structures. 
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(Here as usual C/C’ is the quotient of the algebra C by its ideal of 
squares. This functor, C goes to C/C’ from k-Alg to MO 
of abelianisation in the category of k-algebras. As modules are often called 
singular algebras (e.g., in the theory of singular extensions) we shall 41 
this functor “singularisation”). 
The proof of the above lemma is elementary and so is omitted. 
Functoriai Relations with Some Other Categories 
We note the existence of the following functors: 
(i) p: XiVIod, -+ k-Alg, taking (C, R, a) to the base algebra, R. 
(ii) various forgetful functors from X~o~~ to the morphism 
category of k-algebras, or the category of k-module morphisms, C +? 
where 3 is an R-module map and so on. 
(iii) a kernel or “fibre” functor T: X ,-the category of 
modules over k-algebras, given by 
T(C, R, 3) = Ker a. 
(iv) a functor 
q: XMod, -+ k-Al 
(C, R, a) -+ R/K. 
The above lemma implies that giving Mod, the obvious cofibred category 
structure over k-Alg, and giving XMod, the structure of a category over 
k-Alg via the functor q, T is a morphism of categories over k-Alg. This 
raises the question as to whether or not q is a cofibred category (in the 
sense of Grothendieck ES]). 
2. BASE CHANGE AND FIBRE CHANGE 
a. estriction along a morphism 
Given a crossed R-module (C, R, a) and a morphism of k-algebras 
I$: S -+ R, we can form the pullback 
in k-Alg. 
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It is easily checked that (D, S, 8’) is a crossed S-module where we give D 
the S-algebra structure 
s . (c, s’) = ((b(s) c, ss’). 
This gives a functor 
4*: XMod,/R -+ XMod,/S 
called “restriction along I$“. 
b. Extension Along a Morphism 
As one would expect, d* has a left adjoint 
4, : XMod,/S -+ XMod,/R 
Although this exists in general, in practice one assumes R has a unit 
element as this makes the description that bit easier and neater-it is also 
the case of most interest for applications-or so it would seem. 
Given a crossed S-module (D, S, a), we form the morphism 
D&R&R 
given by 
d(b Q r) = &I%). r. 
d is, of course, a morphism of R-algebras, but we need to check the Peiffer 
identity: 
a’(d@ r) . (d’ @ r’) = d(ad) r (d’ 0 r’) 
= d’ Q cj( ad) rr’ 
=dd.d’Qrr’ 
= dd’ @ rrf 
= (d@ r)(d’@ r’) 
as required. 
Remark. In the analogous construction for crossed modules of groups, 
the Peiffer subgroup relative to d is not necessarily trivial. 
d.+ is easily defined directly on morphisms, alternatively one can check 
the universal property giving 4, as a left adjoint for d* which one can 
derive as follows: 
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Since R has a 1 by assumption we can define a ma 
by (b’(d) = d@ 1. 
Given any other morphism (over q5) 
$ factors through 4 by $: D OS R -+ B, $(d@ 7) = $(d) I thus giving the 
aecessary universal property. 
Remark. This adjoint functor pair (#*, q5,) makes p: 
into a fibred and cotibred catgory over k-Alg. 
6. Change of “‘fibre” 
Given a: C -+ R, a crossed R-module, we have seen that rr = 
R/Z-module, thus giving a functor 
T: XMod, + Mod, 
between categories over k-Alg. 
Supposing we work in one of the tibre categories XMod~/ 
R-modules, we can then ask what happens if we try to “change the fibre” of 
(C, R, 8). More precisely given a map f: z -+ 71’ of R/dC modules we can 
induce a map of crossed R-modules 
C f ) C’ 
where C’=(C+rr’)/N and N= ((-x,f(x)):xEz). hus writing 
q-‘(R/82) for the subcategory of XMod,/R given by those (C, R, a) with 
specified image dC, we find that T restricts to ~-t~R/aC)-Mod the category 
of R/X modules. (This structure is the nearest we get to ~rothe~dieck’s 
situation on page 70 of [6].) 
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d. Application: Free Crossed modules 
As an application of the construction given in b, we give an alternative 
construction of the free crossed R-module on a function X-t R. 
Almost any use of the word “free” in categorical treatments of algebraic 
topics presupposes a corresponding “forgetful” functor. Clearly from this 
viewpoint one can forget from XMod, down to the category of morphisms 
in k-Alg (i.e., throwing away the Peiffer identity); from there one can forget 
further to a k-module M with a k-module map to an algebra R and finally 
from that category (of k-modules over k-algebras), we can go to functions 
from sets to k-algebras. Each individual “forget” in this sequence has a 
corresponding “free”functor. The first two of these are obvious. 
(i) Given a function f: X-t R, we form the free k-module kcx) on X 
and take the induced map 
.f# : kcx) + R 
(ii) Given a k-module M and a k-module morphism 
f. M-+-R 
one can form S’(M), the positively graded part of the symmetric k-algebra 
on A4 to obtain a k-algebra morphism 
g,: S+(M)+R 
If g was of the form f # then S(M) is k+ [X] the positively graded part of 
the polynomial algebra over k on the set of generators, X. 
For the final stage we use b above. 
(iii) Given any k-algebra morphism 
h: S-+R 
we note that the identity map id: S -+ S is a crossed module, and form the 
induced crossed R-module (S OS R, R, d(h)). (Note that since we do not 
necessarily have a 1 in S, S OS R $ R in general.) 
Thus we have special cases 
and 
Q,): S+(M) @s+(M) R + R 
a(f, *I: k+ [Xl Ok+[x, R + R. 
This latter case is the free R-crossed module onfconstructed in [12], we 
will denote it (C, R, a) for the moment. 
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In the formulation given here, it is even easier that in the construction 
used in [12], to show the connection between C and a 
quotient (in the case when X is finite). 
Looking at k+ [XJ @k+CX, R, we find that each term can be written in a 
non-unique way as a linear form since for instance 
and 
xixj @ r Z xi @f(xj) r 
s xj Of(xJ Y 
Thus there is an epimorphism (for n = Card(%)) 
R” --, c 
with kernel the image of the Koszul differential 
d: A=R”-+ R” 
Of course C is an algebra with multiplication (modulo its ~de~ti~catio~ as 
n/Im d) 
(ei + Im d)(ej+ Im d) = e,f(x,) + Im d. 
This connection with the Koszul complex is more fully explored in [12]. 
3. CROSSED COMPLEXES AND CHAIN COMPLEXES 
A crossed complex of k-algebras is a sequence of k-algebras 
. .._$ C”& ...a c, a, R 
in which 
(i) a1 is a crossed R-module 
(ii) Ci for i > 1 is an R-module on which 3, C, operates trivially (we 
think of 6, as being a singular R/d, Cl-algebra) 
(iii) for E’> 1, a,+,a,=O. 
Morphisms of crossed complexes are defined in the obvious way an 
we get a category, XComp,. 
Crossed complexes of groups have been shown to give a useful represen- 
tation of cohomology classes in the cohomology of groups (see 
uebschmann [7] or MacLane [ 11 I). Lue has considered this represen- 
tation for cohomology of noncommutative algebras (see [lo] for instance) 
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and Gonsalves [S] proves a general result which implies that the Andre- 
Quillen cohomology of an algebra is describable in terms of crossed com- 
plexes. 
Crossed complexes of groups were considered by Whitehead in [ 141 and 
he comments that although they are a good theoretical tool, for calculating 
purposes an associated chain complex is more useful. The correspondence 
between crossed complexes and chain complexes in the case of groups has 
been investigated by Brown and Higgins [3]. Attempting to understand 
their construction in the analogous case of crossed complexes of algebras, I 
realised that this gave an adjoint-functor interpretation of a construction to 
be found in the Lichtenbaum-Schlessinger paper [9]. 
We let ChComp,,, denote the category of connected positive chain com- 
plexes of modules over k-algebras. Thus an object of ChComp,,, is a pair 
(C, R) where R is a k-algebra and C is a chain complex of R-modules such 
that the Ci, i < 0, are all zero and d, : C, + C, is onto. 
Adapting the construction given in example (iii) of section 1, we obtain a 
crossed complex, x(C, R) where 
x(G R), = C, if n3 1, 
x(G Rh = R K C,. 
We make R K C, act on the Ci via the projection onto R and put 8; = dj if 
i> 1, a, = 2, : Ci + R K Co so a,(c) = (0, d,(c)). 
PROPOSITION. x: ChComp,,, + XComp, has a left adjoint. 
ProoJ Suppose we are given a map in XComp, 
4: L -+ XC RI. 
In low dimensions we have a commutative diagram 
01 
L,- Cl 
s= L,ja,L,. 
Writing p: B DC C, -+ B, p&(d, L,) = 0 (since d, : C, -+ C, is onto) so pdO 
factors via some morphism 4: S + R. Using our change of base functor 
along q5 (it is easily extended from XMod, to XComp,), one may reduce to 
the case: R = S with q5 the identity. 
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Now &: k, -+ R @ CO and by the usual Mahler differ~~tialslderiva~io 
adjunction, & corresponds to an R-module morphism 
$0: R O~,Q~,,,-+Ci. 
This gives our adjunction at the base level. 
Level 1. We have L, -+41 C, and as C, is a zero algebra, this map 
factors via &I = L,/Lf and the canonical projection L, + LI/Lf. 
Now L, has a natural R-module structure making the induced 
an R-module morphism. Thus we have the co mutative diagram: 
Ll 
41 
’ Cl 
where A is the universal derivation into R-modules. 
is zero on (IL,)’ and so induces an R-module morphism 
a, : L, --f R @Lo QZ,,k 
making (A’L, R) into a chain complex where 
(A’L RI, = L, n > 2, 
(A'L,R), ==&, 
Replacing R OLo Q&,, by the image of 8I gives the required connecte 
chain complex (AL, R). 
A by construction is the left adjoint of x. We call A the ~~~g~~~~~~~~~~~ 
jhctor. 
We will apply this functor A to the special case of a free crossed 
resolution of an algebra. 
Suppose R is a k-algebra, pick a generating set, X, of elements of R an 
hence a projection 
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Let I be the kernel of p: pick a set of generators for I (as an ideal of R), Y, 
say and form the free crossed k[X]-module on the function 
v: Y+k[X]. 
Let n be the kernel of 8, and construct a free R-module resolution of rt 
resolving R. 
Note that although C. clearly depends on the choice of X, p, Y and the 
free resolution of n, there is a notion of homotopy of crossed complexes 
generalising that for chain complexes and one easily shows that the 
homotopy type of C. does not depend on these choices. This is essentially 
proved by Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger in [9], alternatively one can 
adapt the proof in the group theoretic case given by Huebschmann [7]. 
We now apply the functor A to C., 
(AC), = Cn for n>2, 
(AC), = Cl/C: = c,. 
LEMMA. C,r R (‘I, the free R-module on Y. 
We note that this result for finite Y is proved in [ 121, by the use of the 
Koszul complex description of C,. 
Proof of Lemma. We already know that C,/C: has an R-module struc- 
ture (by the lemma in Sect. 1). We also have a natural map of k-algebras 
k[X] = Co-f-+ R. 
Now let v’: Y + M be any function into an R-module M. We shall show 
that it extends in a unique way to a morphism 
in such a way that 
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commutes where 17: Y+ C, is the map “inclusion of generators” ~h~weve~~ 
we do not yet know if this map is injective!). This will prove that 
Using M, we form the crossed module, (M, R, 0). We take v’: Y-+ 
v: Y-+ C, and extend them to 
then 
is a morphism of crossed modules, hence it factors as 
c,‘cu - Cl 
a; ----k&f 
I 
a jo 
C,+[Y]A ;;, p + ii 
using the restriction-extension results of Section 2, and the adjointness of 
the free crossed module functor. 
Thus we have an extension of v’ to 
and this is a Co-algebra map (along 4). 
As M has zero multiplication, the above map factors as 
I . 
U*. &-,A4 
as a Co-module map. However, I acts trivially on both E, and M so this is 
the required R-module morphism. Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness 
clauses of the various adjunctions used. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Finally one calculates 
(d’C)o = R 0 co Q&k 
2 R OkCx, p7 
g Rex). 
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The map AC, + A’C, is given by the “Jacobian matrix” of the presentation, 
R(Y) Lc+ R(X) 
given by J(e,) =CxEX (dy/dx) e,, YE Y. This map will be onto R@‘) if 
QX,, = 0. Generally the image of J is equal to the image of I/Z* in the usual 
exact sequence 
and determination of when I/I’ injects into Rex) can be quite a delicate 
business. 
The complex A’C. deserves the name of the cotangent complex of R as 
a k-algebra as it extends that used by Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger [9], 
however, its exact link with the cotangent complexes of Andri: [ 11, Quillen 
[13], and Illusie [8] is a slight mystery although in all probability it has 
the same homotopy type. Certainly its cohomology gives the And&- 
Quillen cohomology of R over k, and its 2nd homology, by the calculations 
of [12], is the 2nd homology of their cotangent complex. 
Further developments that clearly need doing are an extension to dif- 
ferential algebras, further ferretting to find if there is a deeper connection 
with the Koszul complex and a study of “non-abelian” extension theory. 
This latter has been done in the general case by several authors, most 
recently by Aznar Garcia [2], but again one can hope for simpler proofs, 
greater detail and links with other constructions in such a special case as 
commutative algebras. 
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